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HATRED WHAT IT IS AND WHY IT IS BAD OR ALWAYS BAD
Hatred is best defined as the wish to degrade another person because of what they are or thought to be or to have done or
not done. You can feel hate but not act on it. Or you could feel nothing but just choose to hurt the other person. Feeling
hate can destroy you. The cold hater is worse than the hot one. The cold hater is more calculating.
If you are sure that hating a person will lead to less hatred in the world in the way that evil can produce incredible good
then you cannot agree with religion which says that hatred is always absolutely wrong. That would be a denial that
consequences should ever be thought of.
Hatred is evil for it is the failure to value the person as supremely important. I may be most sure I exist but that doesn’t
mean I should hate if I wish to please myself for it is better to love and like the person. Strong hate is no fun even if you
hide it well.
Secret hatred of a person does not harm the person who is the object of hatred. It would be more rational to hate a person
when it does no harm to you or them than to fight it when you don’t want to. Resisting is hating and harming yourself.
Hating another is irrational but life is often about choosing one irrational thing over another. If you don’t believe in free
will like us Humanists you will not want to hate anybody.

Is hatred wrong because you would not want others to hate you? Love is sacrifice so it is hatred to advocate goodness
because you emotionally desire it. Sacrifice is doing what you abhor. Is hatred wrong for you would not will that others
hate you? You only will it for their sakes if you love them and not yours. You don’t will that they hate you for it is
demeaning to them. So the answer is no.
Morally speaking, it is what you intend that counts not what you feel. The less you feel hatred the worse hatred is in the
sense that the less you can be excused for willing and holding on to it and acting on it.
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The only way you can make yourself want to stop hating is by realising that you need only yourself to be happy and by
detaching yourself from other needs. Religion denies this strongly, saying that to love God with all your heart the way Jesus
demanded requires that you need God with all your heart. To need is to exploit and seek to oppose the freedom of the
person needed. It means you blackmail God that you will not let yourself be happy unless you have him. Its pure cruelty.
God is a pro-hate delusion.

Anger is an ingredient of hate. Anger is the same thing as hate if you choose to hate people because they disagree with
your religious or moral beliefs when those beliefs do not really matter that much. For example, a Christian who is mad at
others for masturbating even in private is a bigot and a hater. She cannot use righteous anger as an excuse for the others are
not doing anything wrong.
Every religion that stomachs or commends anger is a camouflaged hate group.

Some say if you hate, you hate and hold on to it to avoid facing some pain. You sense there is something horrible so you
decide to or are compelled to distract yourself from it by hating. But say if you hate people of another race. This is saying
the problem is not racism for its a front for something else. This is dangerous if the problem really is racism. It would be
odd if you suffer from hating and this is about avoiding some pain. If haters should get then moral outrage about haters is
pointless. Haters will play on the sympathy. If you are a narcissist who thinks you are too great to be hated you will try to
pretend that the hate is not about you but some pain in the person. And what is the point of pleading to be accepted if you
are of a hated minority or whatever if the hater may stop hating you but now start to deal with the pain by hating some other
category?
If Christians hate sins and love sinners, then do they hate society stealing, having illicit sex, abandoning their religious
duties? It sounds odd to say the hate is about trying to hide from some inner suffering. It would also mean that the religion
by preaching holiness and opposition to sin is harming them. Its causing some trauma to make sure they will hate the sins
they are supposed to hate.

